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ABSTRACT
GitHub is a collaborative platform for global software development,
where Pull Requests (PRs) are essential to bridge code changes
with version control. However, developers often trade software
quality for faster implementation, incurring Technical Debt (TD).
When developers undertake reviewers’ roles and evaluate PRs,
they can often detect TD instances, leading to either PR rejection
or discussions. We investigated whether Pull Request Comments
(PRCs) indicate TD by assessing three large-scale repositories:
Spark, Kafka, and React. We combined manual classification with
automated detection using machine learning and deep learning
models. We classified two datasets and found that 37.7 and 38.7% of
PRCs indicate TD, respectively. Our best model achieved 𝐹 1 = 0.85
when classifying TD during the validation phase. However, we
faced several challenges during this process, which may hint that
TD in PRCs is discussed differently from other software artifacts
(e.g., code comments, commits, issues, or discussion forums). Thus,
we present challenges and lessons learned to assist researchers in
pursuing this area of research.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software configuration
management and version control systems; • Computing
methodologies → Machine learning approaches.
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INTRODUCTION

Collaborative software development through version control
systems such as GitHub leverages Pull Requests (PRs) to support
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interaction between developers in code repositories [29]. In
distributed software development, pull-based development models
are one of the most popular contribution models [15], offering a low
barrier of entry for potential contributors. PR combines source code
changes with discussions in the form of Pull Request Comments
(PRCs). Through PRCs, developers indicate style or design conflicts
regarding the proposed changes [18, 39].
Quite often, developers incur Technical Debt (TD) – shortcuts,
and workarounds to minimize the effort required to propose a
solution because of a lack of time or knowledge [22]. Prior studies
demonstrated that TD is ‘admitted’ (namely, ‘confessed’ in natural
language); this is known as SATD (Self-Admitted Technical Debt).
SATD has been found in several software artifacts, including (but
not limited to) source code comments, issue trackers, commit
messages, and code reviews [20, 24, 30].
While static code analysis is the most common way of detecting
TD, existing static analyzers, based on different rules to extract
TD, often have different outcomes [2]. The detection of inadvertent
TD [35], accrued unintentionally due to ignorance and oversight,
cannot be detected using traditional software artifacts (e.g., source
code). Given PRs’ relevance to the software development lifecycle
and the rich information based on discussions between developers
through PRCs [29], we investigated the presence of TD in PRCs.
Due to the existence of a large number of PRCs in a code repository,
a manual study would not be feasible to uncover all instances
of TD. Therefore, we also conducted automation using Machine
Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) algorithms, comparing the
state-of-the-art techniques to those used in prior studies [3, 10, 11].
We also assessed whether PRC can be an additional source of TD
in non-code artifacts. To the best of our knowledge, PRCs have not
yet been investigated as a source of TD.
We successfully achieved a binary classification of TD and
non-TD in PRCs, both manual and automated, but we uncovered
several challenges and thus, proposed mitigation strategies to
consider when using PRCs as a TD source. We outlined our process
and findings and discussed challenges and lessons learned regarding
TD discussion in PRCs. We also released a replication package1
with all the datasets.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related
work. Section 3 elaborates on the data collection process. Section 4
reports the TD detection process and results. Section 5 discusses
the challenges and lessons learned. Section 6 outlines the threats
to validity and Section 7 concludes this work.

2

RELATED WORK

Several studies identified TD through source code inspection
[7, 38]. Gat and Heintz [13] analyzed TD using unit testing,
1 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6829274
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code coverage, rule conformance, code complexity, duplication
of code, documentation, and design characteristics. Das et al. [9]
investigated TD through architectural degradation and code smells,
and examined different source code TD detection tools.
Additionally, other sources based on natural language have been
used. For example, source code comments were the original domain
for SATD investigation [30]. Afterward, several studies have been
performed both fully manually [24] and automatically using several
techniques (including NLP, and sentiment analysis, among others)
[11, 25] for classification in many domains. Code reviews with
SATD were found to be less likely accepted [20], and SATD was
also present when developers depend on updated functionalities
to complete their work [23]. Other sources of SATD were issue
trackers [4] and commit messages [31].
Although PRs have not yet been approached for TD detection,
they have been used for other purposes, e.g., to generate
descriptions of proposed changes [10], detect bots’ participation
in PRs [14], and predict whether some changes will be merged or
discarded [18]. A complementary study investigated regex-related
bugs in PRs to classify their nature [37]. Given the presence of
bugs, other authors analyzed the reliability of tests in updating
dependency and suggested the use of adequate tests for all usages
of library dependencies so that unintended functionalities are
not introduced over time [16]. Finally, considering large-scale
ecosystems, Businge et al. [8] analyzed divergent forks of Android,
.NET, and JavaScript to uncover maintenance and reuse practices.
Despite TD being widely approached, its investigation in PRs
remains a gap in the literature and a potential complementary
source of TD. Based on the structure and usage of PRs [29], there
is a possibility of missing inadvertent TD, i.e., TD unknowingly
introduced or admitted [28].

3

DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING

Since this was an exploratory study, we selected active,
multipurpose software repositories based on the recommendations
of Kalliamvakou et al. [19] to ensure that our data was up-to-date.
We also constrained projects with a large number of PRs (open
or closed) to have enough data to enable useful insights to be
drawn from this study. Based on prior studies [3], we selected
three repositories: Apache Spark, Apache Kafka, and React. Table 1
summarizes PRs statistics for each project.
We used multiple queries to extract the PRCs and leveraged
GraphQL2 (an alternative REST-based application to GitHub’s API)
to minimize them. This did not threaten the validity of our study
[6]. Using the GraphQL API3 provided by GitHub, we extracted
PRCs details, including number, comment type, HTML structure,
comment timestamp, author, and each comment’s author details
(including the handle).
In addition, we removed bot PRCs from both open and closed
PRs as depicted in Figure 1. As per Golzadeh et al. [14], bots are
often identified by their handles (i.e., GitHub username), e.g., for
Apache Spark, the bots were AmplabJenkins, SparkQA, asfgit,
and asfbot. Table 1 summarizes the statistics before (‘PRCs’) and
after (‘Filtered Comments’) filtering the bot PRCs.
2 https://graphql.org/
3 https://docs.github.com/en/graphql
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Figure 1: Schematic Diagram of the Study
Table 1: Statistics for the Selected Projects
Apache Spark

Apache Kafka

React

34,401
223
34,178

11,445
951
10,494

11,542
235
11,307

685,206
480,750

160,974
143,986

68,185
58,869

Total PRs
Open PRs
Closed PRs
PRCs
Filtered Comments

4 TECHNICAL DEBT DETECTION
4.1 Manual Classification
To conduct automated TD detection through supervised approaches,
we required a dataset of manually classified PRCs as training data.
Thus, we randomly sampled PRCs of Apache Spark, Apache Kafka,
and React, using a confidence level of 95% and a margin of error of
5%. This resulted in 384 PRCs each for Spark and Kafka, and 383
for React, resulting in a combined manual sample of 1151 PRCs.
Henceforth, this is referred to as 𝐷1 across the three systems. We
followed the classification of TD types from the ontology provided
by Alves et al. [1] and classified our PRCs as TD (those pertaining
to a TD type) and non-TD.
All authors classified the PRCs of 𝐷1 independently. Next, the
individual classifications were merged, and disagreements were
discussed to obtain the final classification for use as training data. A
PRC was removed from 𝐷1 when the discussion could not resolve a
disagreement. We obtained a high agreement rate, measured using
Cohen’s Kappa coefficient [26] (see Table 2).
Table 2: Manual Identification Summary of 𝐷1
Repository
Total Sampled PRCs
# TD PRCs
# Non-TD PRCs
TD (%)
Inter-Rater Agreement

Kafka

React

Spark

Total

349
137
212
39.2
0.87

359
126
233
35.1
0.91

357
139
218
39.0
0.90

1065
402
663
37.7
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We noticed that the TD PRCs could further be classified on
how developers are discussing the source of the TD. Developers
explicitly indicate an underlying issue using pre-existing context
(e.g., the use of ‘hack’ or ‘crash’ in the PRCs), or implicitly indicate
subtle issues without any former definitions (e.g., as a result of an
unintentional design decision) [36]. One PRC could have multiple
instances of TD and non-TD. Therefore, we further split 811 TD
PRCs (combined from dataset 𝐷1 and 𝐷2) into 1286 based on
the context. One author split the PRCs, and another verified it;
adjustments were made whenever needed, following discussions.
Two authors then independently classified the split comments into
the categories: implicit, explicit, and non-TD and later disagreements
were discussed. Cohen’s Kappa coefficient was 0.43, which is
considered moderate.

4.2

Automated Classification

We pre-processed the PRCs of 𝐷1 following standard processing
steps for Natural Language Processing (NLP) [3], including
lowercasing, removing punctuation, mentions, numbers, emails,
URLs, and stopwords. Before training the ML/DL models to classify
text-based data, the words must be converted into tokens. As
our baseline, we convert words to a matrix of token counts, and
TF-IDF counts for ML models. Additionally, we used WordPiece
[34] and Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE) [12] with the state-of-the-art
transformer models (DistilBERT [33], AlBERT [21], RoBERTa [40]).
As a baseline, we selected Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB), Support
Vector Machine (SVM), and Maximum Entropy (ME). These ML
techniques have been successfully used in text-based classification
[17]. Since DL techniques have shown better results for NLP-based
tasks [27], we selected Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Long
Short Term Memory (LSTM), and pre-trained Transformer models
(DistilBERT, AlBERT, RoBERTa). Because TD identification is a
sentence classification task, we used metrics of precision, recall,
and 𝐹 1 to evaluate the model performance.
Table 3: Model Performance on 𝐷1
Model

Feature Extractor

Precision

Recall

F1

DistilBERT
AlBERT
RoBERTa

Tokenizer
Tokenizer
Tokenizer

0.76
0.70
0.81

0.80
0.88
0.79

0.78
0.78
0.80

CNN
LSTM

Tokenizer
Tokenizer

0.65
0.64

0.73
0.74

0.69
0.69

MNB
MNB

Count Vectorizer
TF-IDF Vectorizer

0.67
0.75

0.74
0.32

0.70
0.45

SVM (RBF)
SVM (RBF)

Count Vectorizer
TF-IDF Vectorizer

0.65
0.73

0.73
0.30

0.69
0.43

MaxEnt
MaxEnt

Count Vectorizer
TF-IDF Vectorizer

0.77
0.75

0.53
0.43

0.62
0.55

All models were trained using 𝐷1. We combined layers, learning
rates for CNN and LSTM, and hyperparameters for ML models
(e.g., alpha for MNB, regularization parameter for SVM and ME).
Because the pre-trained Transformer Models (PTMs) are already
trained, we fine-tuned these models with different learning weights
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for TD/non-TD PRCs. 𝐷1 was imbalanced, with more non-TD than
TD. As PTMs are better at sentence classification, we handled the
imbalance by penalizing an incorrect TD classification. This was
achieved using Loss Function 𝑇 𝐷 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 4 ∗ 𝑛𝑜𝑛 − 𝑇 𝐷 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ;
namely, the sample weight was four times the weight of non-TD
samples. Using the same weight for TD and non-TD PRCs
would have caused a misclassification of TD. Thus, we tried
different weight values (e.g., 2–5). When the TD weight is four
times, it provides a balanced score for the PTM. We found that
CountVectorizer (converting PRCs to a matrix of token counts) is
more effective than matrices of TF-IDF features. For TD detection,
baseline DLs provided a comparable score to MLs. However, aligned
with prior findings related to transformer models [27], the PTMs
showed comparatively better performance in sentence classification.
Table 3 summarizes the results per model.
To verify the effectiveness of our top-performing models
(RoBERTa, AlBERT, and DistilBERT) in TD detection, we randomly
sampled another dataset from the PRCs of Apache Spark, Apache
Kafka, and React using 95% of confidence and 5% margin of error;
this resulted in 384 PRCs each for Spark and Kafka and 382 for React,
adding up to 1150, henceforth, referred to as 𝐷2). After further
cleaning up the PRCs (e.g., remove empty PRCs), we had 1132
PRCs left. All authors manually classified these PRCs independently
and without knowing the algorithms’ prediction. After the manual
classification, the authors discussed the differences and calculated a
new inter-rater agreement (summarized in Table 4) using Cohen’s
Kappa coefficient.
Table 4: Manual Identification Summary of 𝐷2
Repository

Kafka

Spark

React

Total

Total Sampled PRCs
# TD PRC
# Non-TD PRC
TD (%)

355
140
215
39.4

354
117
237
33.0

348
152
196
43.6

1057
409
648
38.7

Inter-Rater Agreement

0.89

0.90

0.91

Table 5: Model Performance on 𝐷2
Model

Feature Extractor

DistilBERT
AlBERT
RoBERTa

Tokenizer
Tokenizer
Tokenizer

Precision

Recall

F1

0.76
0.70
0.82

0.91
0.95
0.87

0.82
0.80
0.85

Then, we evaluated the performance of RoBERTa, AlBERT, and
DistilBERT with 𝐷2. We summarized the precision, recall and
F1-score for these models in Table 5. We obtained similar scores
for the PTMs as depicted in Tables 3 and 5, confirming PTMs
generalization capability. The inter-rater agreement of our manual
classification is comparable, indicating a high agreement (Tables 2,
4).
Although our results seem promising (high precision, recall, and
𝐹 1) and we successfully identified TD instances on PRCs, we faced
several issues. Section 5 elaborates on the challenges encountered,
presenting some mitigation strategies.
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CHALLENGES AND LESSONS LEARNED

This section discusses the challenges we faced while identifying TD
in PRCs, including examples and possible mitigation strategies. The
replication package1 includes more examples for each challenge.
Challenge 1. PRs are not self-contained; information from other
artifacts will affect whether a PRC implies TD or not.
Lesson Learned 1. PRs information is insufficient and should be
triangulated with other sources (e.g., interviews, observations)
and analyzed alongside other artifacts (e.g., associated source
code).
Description. Pull requests are inherently variable, as they are
directly tied into a software system’s domain and constraints which
may not be publicly available (e.g., people’s skills, restricted budgets,
and time-frames). Prior works demonstrated that elements such as
styling could affect a PR’s merge [41] and the sentiment conveyed
through wording can also impact the PR’s process [29]. We found
that it is typical for a PR’s discussion to continue face to face,
limiting the available information: We talked more offline
about this and discovered that [...]. This adds further
challenges to the identification because that information can only
be accessed through interviews/observations; it may be possible
that the aforementioned ‘offline’ talk refers to other tools (e.g.,
Slack), but accessing those are sometimes not possible and may
violate organizational policies.
Also, there are ‘unspoken rules’ regarding handling specific
changes that may lead to postponing an item (as per Challenge 2).
These rules may not be publicly specified (e.g., We don’t normally
merge things that are subjective, because it would
lead to a lot of PRs.), or ongoing managerial discussions
may affect the entire infrastructure (e.g., There are some plans
to run the Kafka system tests with other clients,
and that would hopefully show issues like this). Such
comments demonstrate that PRCs may not provide enough context
to understand whether a statement should be considered TD, posing
a threat to the study’s validity.
Mitigation. Because PRCs are not enough on their own,
triangulating with additional data sources will help provide more
context and better understand the ‘conversation’ around the
changes; this includes source code analyses, including parsing of
source code comments, but can be extended to process-related data
such as interviews or observations.
Challenge 2. A PRC may have the potential to become a TD
instance, but whether it becomes TD depends on decisions that
have not yet been taken or are not explicitly mentioned in the
PRC.
Lesson Learned 2. The developers’ processes, including their
management of PRs, will affect Potential TD.
Discussion. Li et al. [22] defined TD as "technical compromises
that can yield short-term benefits but may hurt the long-term
health of a system", while Martin Fowler conceptualized the four
quadrants of awareness for TD introduction4 , determining that
TD may be unwillingly introduced. TD has been explored mostly
4 https://martinfowler.com/bliki/TechnicalDebtQuadrant.html
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in source code comments [24, 25, 30] and commit messages [31],
where the situations leading to the introduction, repayment, or
prevention of TD already occurred. However, PRs are meant to
provide code-review capabilities and may or may not result in the
acceptance of a code change into the main code because of several
factors (e.g., code style or inconsistencies with other PRs)[41].
Thus, a PRC may indicate potential TD–i.e., it is not an immediate
issue but has the potential to become an issue [32] if the developers
make certain decisions and their subsequent actions result in TD.
In some cases, it may be possible to triangulate the PRCs with
other data sources (e.g., code changes) to understand the context
better. However, this may not always be possible as it could still
be an ongoing discussion. For example, ...we can now consider
implementing a much more targeted pooling strategies
for events is a case of potential TD because implementing a
specific solution is possible and reasonable, but not doing so will
incur TD; however, adding such a feature can be relegated to another
PR as per the development process.
The above example leads to Lesson 3. Although there are
guidelines on how PRs are used, each project has its nuances [41],
which limits how closely related changes must be to be part of
the same PR. Therefore, it is possible that a seemingly postponed
change is only ‘redirected’ into another PR for the sake of the
process. For example, a contributor commented: For line 376
above, which is out of scope of this PR: [...], and the
decision to move and address it in another PR, creates potential TD.
Mitigation. The concept of potential TD has been discussed but
not formally defined; to our knowledge, it has not been explicitly
investigated either. Understanding potential TD, the transition
between states (from potential to real or avoided), and when to
consider it will allow a thorough analysis of TD in PRCs.
Challenge 3. Unlike other sources of TD, PRCs can be
ambiguous. This results in TD taking different shapes and
showcasing different degrees of explicitness.
Lesson Learned 3. TD in PRCs is not enough to determine the
debt instances of software due to the explicitness of comments,
developers’ attitudes, and nature of the discussions.
Discussion. Because PRCs are meant to discuss ongoing
changes, some TD instances are explicit and highlight an existent,
specific issue using words not subject to interpretation. This
is the ‘traditional’ wording of TD-admission seen in source
code comments [24, 25, 30], which can be linked to specific TD
management activities [22]. For example FWIW this does seem to
have fixed the error I saw on Facebook. (Just repro’ed
and no longer breaks.) explicitly indicates repayment, while I
still see the following issue locally: [...] indicates an
existent case of Defect Debt.
However, based on the versatility of natural language and the
discussion-orientation of PRs, other TD instances are implicit–they
do not use keywords (e.g., TODO) and cannot/should not be
analyzed word by word. For example, Edit: If I disable the
"minify" preset when compiling, the original Line is
not null (but it is also incorrect). indicates Defect
Debt without using common keywords. Question-style wording
is also used in implicit cases, possibly indicating developers are
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not confident; e.g., Since stop closes and sets consumer to
null, perhaps we dont need this here?
Developers participate differently in PRs. For instance, some
are insecure, new to a project, or simply making a voluntary
contribution [29] and this, in turn, affects whether a PR is merged
or not. As a result, the developers’ ‘affective’ state or attitudes will
affect the wording used, thus causing automated TD detection to
be more challenging.
Mitigation. For PRCs, it may not be enough to classify
comments (or sentences, as per Challenge 4) into the common TD
vs. non-TD, given that the manifestation of TD is more nuanced,
and disregarding the subjective wording can make automatic
detection harder. As part of our replication package1 , we provide a
small dataset of TD PRCs classified into explicit or implicit (ETD
or ITD, respectively). This is also related to Challenge 3.
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Challenge 4. A single TD instance can be scattered across
multiple PRCs. Likewise, each PRC could disclose multiple
instances and TD types.
Lesson Learned 4. Sentence splitting is not straightforward,
and guiding it by punctuation, sentences, or paragraphs may
threaten the study’s validity.
Discussion. A recurrent issue of PRCs is their variability.
Some PRCs are concise and composed of a single sentence clearly
outlining TD, but this is not always the case. Many PRCs have
multiple paragraphs and sentences, discussing many TD types at
different degrees of explicitness. This poses an issue for automatic
detection, as words and sentences that are non-TD will be ‘grouped’
with TD instances as training data. As a solution, we tried splits
by paragraph, sentences, or semantic splitting through existing
libraries5 . However, the paragraphs were still too large and
contained multiple TD types. Sentences can be incorrectly split (e.g.,
punctuation is not always ideal), opposite to the paragraph-split, as
a sentence containing TD may only be understood when associated
with another sentence; e.g., But the list-test is a superset
of the map test? Seems to be redundant to me.. The first
rhetorical question could be interpreted as ‘discussion’ or ‘thought
exposition’ if read independently, but it indicates TD alongside the
following sentence. The existent libraries we tested did not provide
a good enough result for splitting.
Mitigation. TD classification is done in a binary, exclusionary
form; namely, each PRC or sentence can be TD or non-TD.
Although manually generated gold data can provide an acceptable
degree of sentence separation (as per the dataset of Challenge
3), an automated separation may require specific training. A
less resource-demanding approach for automated classification
could provide a ‘category belonging’ akin to what LDA (Latent
Dirichlet Association) does with topic modeling [5]. For example,
the classification result for a paragraph could be provided as
proportions, in the shape of [NTD=0.1, ETD=0.4, ITD=0.5],
which would be read as having 50% possibility of containing implicit
TD, 40% explicit TD, and 10% non-TD.
5 https://github.com/bminixhofer/nnsplit

THREATS TO VALIDITY

The authors performed independent coding and discussed
disagreements to reduce bias for the TD vs. non-TD identification
and threats associated with the unfamiliarity of the domain
knowledge for the selected systems. This also helped alleviate the
threats related to the PRCs lacking context for classification. To find
the best model for detecting TD from PRCs, we compared previously
used algorithms [27]. We re-sampled the data and manually verified
it to generalize the models’ performance. The selected systems
used different programming languages from diverse domains that
were used in previous studies [20] and followed existing guidelines
to minimize threats and ensure diversity [19]. Therefore, the
challenges and the reported lessons learned are solely based on the
PRs we analyzed and might not apply to other projects or domains.

CONCLUSION

We investigated TD in PRCs for three open-source projects (Apache
Spark, Apache Kafka, and React). We mined and classified PRCs
into TD/non-TD. First, we sampled the dataset, manually classified
the PRCs, and then automated the process through ML, DL, and
PTMs. The PTMs had higher performance overall compared to the
ML and DL models. Lastly, we classified the TD PRCs as explicit or
implicit TD.
Although we successfully classified PRCs as TD/non-TD and
the TD PRCs as explicit/implicit, the classification process was
challenging. We uncovered that PRCs often lack the context to
understand and correctly classify it, and some were potential TD,
but we could not determine whether they will eventually become a
TD instance using only information in the PRC. PRCs were often
ambiguous and hard to understand due to the natural language in
which they were written, and the terminologies and vocabulary
used differed among the developers. Lastly, more than one PRC
could be related to the same debt instance, or multiple debt instances
may be discussed in a PRC. We discussed some mitigation strategies
for these challenges.
PRC as a source of TD opens up further research avenues.
Analyzing the other software artifacts (e.g., source code, issues, and
commit messages) impacted by the PR and conducting ethnographic
studies with developers will provide more context and a better
understanding of the PRCs. More investigation is also needed to
understand how to automatically split the PRCs to be self-contained
and contain distinct instances of debt. Using topic modeling
to identify the areas of discussion in the PRCs will also help
classify the PRCs according to TD types (e.g., code, test, and
documentation debt). Identifying the most common TD types
in PRCs and determining the characteristics of TD from PRCs
concerning the size of TD will also help provide more insights
into TD in PR.
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